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Abstract

A number of projects,have been conducted, over the past
ten years, to demonstrate how rural education services might
be provided via satellite and other methods of telecommunica-
tions. Paralleling these activites has been the rapid develop-
ment of telecommunications technology/-Increased capacity at
reduced cost has been 'realized in sgccessive iterations of
communications satellites, earth stations, computers, and

video equipment.

This paper provides an overview of the do tic communica-
tion markets available fOr rural education use, a brief his- ,

4tory of satellite comminication projects that have served
rural education needs, and outlines telecommunications devel-
opments, both existing and planned, which'Icould be used tO

, an advantage in meeting .goels of rural education in the main-
land U.S.A., as well as in Alaska and the,Pacific Basin.

Propitious planning conducted now to assay where rural
education requirements can ,play a part inathe rapidly expanding
telecommunicationsmarket can yield many benefits. Small-scale*
telecommunic&tions alternatives and appropriate levels of
technology must also be considered as rural educators contem-'.

plate delivery of services via telecommunications.

A set of recommendations are Xovided which address concerns
identified by The Natdonal Seminar on Rural Education' and the

Regional Rural Roundtable-activities. The importance of Conducting

an extensive needs assessment to deflne rural education's tele-
communication,needs is also stressed. 'Suggestions are made
whereby educft.tion*l agencies might coordinate with national pro-

grams of Fm4a, HUD, wrIA, FEMA, and the D.O.A. relating to
telecommunications, In order to amortize,' investments currently

being made to meet'rural needs.



TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND THE RURAL AMERICAN: TODAY
AND TOMORROW

J. INTRODUCTION

'This document was developed as part of the background material

for a "Workshop on Telecommunications in'the Service of Rural

Education," July 8 to July 9, 1980, sponsored by the National

Institute of Education/ED.

It was designed to give workshop.participants an'overview of

the topics, concerns, and citations relating to the current con-

text for the use of telecommunications, by the providers and

participants in rural eduoatio.. The domestic telecgmmunications

resources and capabilities are expanding eXponentially. The

quality and quantity of rural 'education,can be improved and

expanded by-planning now to take adVantage,of the-telecommunica-'
a

tion surge.

II. THE SETTING.

Defining Rural America.

Rural America is extrethely diversified. A single description

could bot encompass such divergent areas as an Oregdn.6oastal

fishind village, a mining communit in.Wyoming, a ranChing area

in the great Southwest, 'a Midigest farm communiti, a.pueblo in..

the Southwest,,a settlement of tenant farmers in Mississippi, a ,

town in the Southeast "growing up." into a ional urban cedterj
,

.
a 14mber mill'town in Appalachia, nor a- sm&11 mlet in Colerado

_ ,
.

undergoing,a rapid "boom" transitiom due to coal shle'development.
,

i-.
.

. .

For thiS"discussion, such settlements as the small lishing
. -

.

and trapping villages of Alaska, the U.S.-supervised island

communitie§,O,:f th.p Pacific Basin, and the rural regions of Puerto
4
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Rico are.other typical candidates hying learners with needs

amenable to custom-designed
teleCommunications systems.

Where the rural area ends add the metropolitan or urban

area begins is not always clear. Activities gathering and re-
.

porting data on public school systems 4enerally-classify these

data into Metro (central cities and suburbs) nd NOn-Metro...

Fratoe (1978) initiated the term "rural/non-metro".to describe

those ih.the rural education and labor forces and thus suggest

the diliersityof areas outside.the central cities and surbs.

N

In the 1975 Bureau of Census data (USBC, 1975) /"rural"
-

refers,to any community under 2,500 people'. At that time, 26%

of our population lived in communitieS of that-size. Relevant

to the rural communications oncerns, in 1968 36% of the people

in these communities listene tO edio four or more hours a day,

and spent 12% of their discr onary budgets for magaziffes

,(NAB4 I970).

The'history of telecommunications serving rural education

in the United States begins in the early 1930Js with the use of

programs,Joarticularly
in Wisconsin, for forma14nd in=

formal education. As television broadcasting increased during the

1950's and more and more homes had television sets, the stage

was set for television to serve education. However, it was not

until the late.1960's with the advent.of "Sesipe Street", which

provided 4i1y television programming.for over'ten million pre-

.

school and elementaty-age children, that the true potential of

teleommunicacions in education was clearly demonstrated. Today,

as we enter the decade of the 80's, the electrifying expansion of

. satellite teledommunications and cable television, particularly'

within the past,three
yearsidi.ctates a new appraisal of domestic

markets. Emerging fields of.digital voice and 'data.coMmunications

I.

-2-
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war ant special dy._ To capitalize on these telecommUnications

seri/ices arid in &der to provide better sarvice for participants

in,rural education, rigorous analysis.and planning is required.

4

Data on television and cable comr/lunication indicate.that

in 1975 apProximately 90% of.American homes had television

receivers (Aerling and Haight, 1978, P. 373) and more than 15%

of the households have access to cable television service (Ster-,
.

ling and Haightd 1978, p. 57). Today, more than-94%jof American

households have telephone service (TITF, 1970. Thus, the people

in the rural areas are not out of touch and'do have access to

telecommunications..

Some additional characteristics of the changing face of

rural America muTt be noted in the light of theSe earlier statis-'

tics. They provide a context for any consideration of

.communications:. 1

For decades the population of urban areas
grew, while large,wmbers of people left the
ams and small towns. Since 1970, this migrp-

tion trend has reversed. The annual growth rate
of 'rural areas ha's averaged 1.3% sihce 1970, ex-
ceeding the rate of growth in urban areas by over

4 40%. Not only are new jobs beinvcreated at
,a faster rate in rural than -in,urban area, but
the c9mpositicin of the rural work force itself

is changing. Although agriculture is stillithe
dominant influence in many, rural bconomies,, over-

all, employment and manufacturing, trade, and, ,

professional services now exceed direct agricUl-

tural employment ThIs gtowth in rural popula-

tion,_the accompanying expation ilaw rural employ-

ment, and.the increasing div rsity 481 rural econo-

mies result from a number of factors -- a strong
preference for rural and small town living, the
movement of retirees to rdral areas, longer7dis-
tance job commuting, reduced oat movement from r:

farms, and expanded mining, manefacturing, and
service activities in rural areas NotwithE
standing the progress that has been made, a
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disproportionate share of the nation's poor
still live in rural areas -- about 40% of the

total About 1/4 of all rural people livet

in or near towns of less than 2,500; 3/4 live
in or near toWns of less than 20,000. (E.O.P.,

1978.
4

Therefore, the term "rural/non metro" seems germane for

this particular discussion.

There is no single telecommunicatiNs approach that can

. serve allthe education requirements of rural learners', nor' is

it being sOggested that educatibn in the rUral areas be served

primarily and solely by telecommunications. Integration and ;

complimentary approaches with on-going ef3ucational institutions

and projectsmould seem to be, historically, the bpst approach .

for success. .The conditions for user accegs to t lecommaca--,.

tions must be.kaddressed with particular'attentio to cost and

an4 national regulations: Barriers o access -7--

pcditical, inslitt.q..onal, psychological, technological -- all

muSt be consideed.
- A

Withinmmmunications, users readily substitute

one fgrm\of coMmunication for another. FOr example,

a pet-Sonal communication to a relative may take the
A .form of a visit (voice/visual), letter (text)4 tele-

gram (texti, greeting tard (graphic), tape recording

(voice), telephone call (voice),'etc. A business

'desiring topromote and sell a product in a community

.,.may Consider radio (voice) or television.(visual)
advertising with a phone number (voice), or mail

.address (text) for orders, mail (text/graphic),

mailgrams (text), private delivery services (text/

graphic), telephone (voice), etc. The communication

form or combination of forms selected will depend

somewhat on theuser's taste.and preference but

primarily on the price and expected performance. .

In educational practice, past history.and usability

by the student or the instructor, or the system it-

self may dictatewhi7ch form or combination-of forms

will be utilized; (TITF, 1978)-

4.



While users will make decisions by selecting among forms

of communicOions as substitutes it should be noted that different-
forms can also be complementary.,. The use of one form' of commun-

ication can gpnerate a need or desire to utilize some other form

of communication. A visit (voice/visual) may prompt several

prior or subsdquent letters (text), telegrams (text), and'phone

calls (Voice). The combination of communidations used and how

they might be related to the resources'available for-acparticular

educaitonal program are disdussed at considerabke length by

Wilbur Schramm in his very excellent text Big Media, Little Media

(Schramm, 1976).

III. TELECOMMUNICATIONS IN THE U.S. TODAY

The Basic Forms of ComniUnication

.J

To perceive the opportun#ies in the Current telecommunica-

tion services and capabilities.provided rural users, it is helPful

to examine the various modes of communication used by'or available

to'the'individual. A recent report (TITF, 1978) provides inter-

esting insights into selgtioh and use of various communications

media. Their suggestions may,be reportedas follows:

4

Communication can be characterized as taking
place in one or a combination of six basic
forms: voice, data, text, graphic, visual,
and signal. Voice generally refers,to such ler

things as voca conveIrsation or message and
,

sound broadcasting. Data refers to digital
coded commuhications between machines. Text
is printed.alphanumeric messages, such as
telegrams or teletypewriter. Graphic refers .

to-pictorial information which, for example,'
might be produced by a facsiMiie system.
Visual refers to such ,things as personal
yisit, television, and video teleconferencing.
Paging, alarms and telemetry are 'examples of



While user perceptions of Communications can be categorized

in this way-and certainly in other ways* it must be emphasized

that user needs ;pr each of these different forms of commun-
,.

ications are independent: Of course, all users deterMine,

their needs fox communication by trade-offs with all of their

. othe needs, available income, or allocated budgets.

In selecting the ,mixture of communication forMs that will

best fulfill their needs, users give little regard to the

stated form of communicaions,Vhat suppliers provide. Ihe

.
"voice" telephone network.is.used fot all forms of communication,

including slow scan video, A "data channel"..may be uied to

deliver text, graphic, signaling, or even voice. Visual and

voice are often combined on a "video,channel", and text and

graphic can be' included. Again, price and perfoFmance are\the'

key decision variables affecting a customer's choice of co. un76'

ication form from a given service-offering.

Users also give little regard to the ciassification of the

supplier they use. Different types of common carriers and pri-

vate firmb offer similar types of service.: Price, performance

and flexibility are the decisive variables..

4'
Communications Service Markets

As a result of the legislative and regulatory probesses

and various technological developments, the Federal Communica- -

tions Commission has segmented the conumnications market into a

number of.sub- or service-markets. A number.of these are con=

iclered as separate categories in the 'recent discussion of the

revision of the Communications Act of 1934.

Fourteen major communication serVice markets:exist today:

postal and transportation; hybrid data processingterminal

-6-
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equipment; private radio-T;Alaroadcast; cable television (CATV);

multi-pointistribution; telegraph and typewriter exchange

sêrvice; public switch, telephone network services; public

mobile radio service; private line service; specialized data

transmission service; satellite communications service; and

value-added network service.

Current User Data

A number of patterns that We emerged relating to these

markets sh.Suld be rcognizedlin any contemplated use,of tele-

_communications for rural eduCation. Outlined in this section,

they are also,discdssed at length in recent assessments of

potential growth for all these.markets in the Q.S. (Communica-
1(

tion News, February; 1975; Morgan, 1980).
. .

Potential Impact of COmunications satellites on Users

The. auth0V haA been'asked to focus primarily upon comm-.

unications satellites and how they might be used in rtral edu-

cation. First, let us examJ.e some Of"the cllaractegistics of

c.his enormous telecommunicati s capability. .

4

The primary uses of sa ellites today, or likely uses in

the very pear future,'include television (TV), for diribution

purposes, for direct brcadcast, lnd f Or teleconf encing. In

tfie business data area, pommunications §atIllite are being

used for electronic mail, facsimile tlansmissiork, diamputer comm-
,

unications,'and teaex communications. A rapidly rowing dse of

domestic satellites is for telephone communication\, or, as

.commonly, termed,lelephony. In the areas of publiC servi e

ed*cation and'health, considerable experience has !peen ined

throdgh the ATS-6 .(Alpplications Technology Satellite) -and the

joint U.S.-Canadian CTS, ommunications Technology Sateliite).,

Th

-7-
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A number of experimentS have demonstrated the potential of

telecommunications for education and health. 'The Public Broad-

casting Service has established a, netwdrk via satellite linking

together many of the major PBS Stations (public television

broadcasting stations) throughout the ccuntry. This network

is also utilized by the National Public Radio Service tO dis-

tribute radio programs.

The specific appktcation c4egories And how they might be

used are discussed at greater 41ength in the pAper and will be

elaborated upon during tde formal presentation. They include

TV distribution, TV broadcast direct to the home, teleconfer-.

encing, use of computprs:Wor timesharing, interactive inter-
. .

connecting data banks, dI pstributive rocessing, etc: Also to

be considered are.the use of business facsimile-, electronic

Mail (which.can be considered a special forM of facsimile),

communications Via satellite for major nd widely distributed

office complexes, the potential use for health care to remote

areas and for education in rural areas. We will consider satel-

lite networks currently in place and othez planned which could

be used in rural educatimn., (cf. CoMmgnications News, November,

1979; Audiovisual Instruction, September, 1979).

4

IV. SELECTED EDUCATION COMMUNICATION PFOJECTS WORTHY OP.
'NOTE FOR RURAL EDUCATION USERS.

Over the past 10 years, a number cf projects have been con-

'ducted to provide education services via telecommunAcations.

Particularly communication satelliXes have been used to readh

migratory farm workers, residents ge small rural-areas, Amer-

ican Indians, and other goups residing in remote rural areas or

small islandsin the Pacific Basin. (Binder et al, 1975).

J

-8-



This section 'of the paper hiqhlights approaches and outcomes

of the projects. They include the ATS-1 projects in Alaska, the

Appalachia region aild the
1:
cky Mountain states; CTS experiments

1

'in both Canada and the Unit d States; work conducted primarily in

higher education and adult learner programs via Public Broad-
,

a
casting System networks; Pacific Basin activities Which have

followed the early ATS- ctivities and a-re linked to curient

communication ca lities, and some examples in the-education and
,ealth areas nfrom Telecommunications Demonstratio Programs. (cf .

Bystrom, 1972, Caldwell, 1976, Cowlan & Foote, 1975, Filep &
---4

Johansen, 1978, Hugeboeck,- 1975, Law, 1975).
0

ow.

In additiOn, selected projects,have been cc:Inducted in other

parts of the world to aid communication in developing countries,

and which have focused primarily on rural populations. 'Lessons

learned'there may be utilized in riaral education in the United.

States. Projects conducted in India, Indonesia, the African

nations, and Latin America will be 'included. The 1979 National

Seminar on Rural Education (discussed in the next section) sug-

gested such an examination in its Recommendations.

-
Health' care experiments have been conducted during the same

4

\Oriod. In some instancea, they flave demonstrated more direct

value for' psers than some of thd educational projects. Particallar

projects will be selected to shOW,how user needs are assessed; to

illustrate low-cost utilization of tele6ommunications to deal with

particular user needs, and to demonstrate approaches for imprOving

in-service training of health wofessionals from the entry to the

ienior levels. (cf. Feiper, 1974, Foote,. Parker & Hudson, 1976,

Kreimer, 1974, O'Conn941, 1978). An analysis of the two-way

telecommunication projects designed for rural requirements-in

health and,education on both the-domestic and international dcene's, /

was provided in a recent AID-sponaored document (PCI, 1977)..

-9-
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IV. SELECTION EDUCATION COMMUNICATION PROACTS WITH RELEVANCE

; TO RURAL EDUCATION-
,.

Brief Historyof-Satellité Communication SysteM-SN.n Education

. .

One ofsthe most ambitious p rojects undertaken to extend,

diVersify, and intensifY educaeion as weli as 40 extend health

services began With .the successful orbiting in May 1974 of a

synchronous communication satellite. , Soon after it was launched
4

and attained orbit, the National Aeronautics a nd Space Adminis-
s

tration (NASA) redesignated the Applications Technology Satel-

lite-F (ATS-F)., the ATS-6 to indicate that it was a live,

functioning satellite.

Prior,to the ATS-6 experiments, there had been limited

applicetion.of satellite'techn logy to education or other pro-
,

gramming either in the United States ox elsewhere 1978).

Initially,, ATS-1 and ATS-73 s tellites contriuted two:way
_

audio,capacities'to.a small ange of experiments in Alaska.

These'satellites were insigni ant, however, Compared with

the ATS-6, which.has audio and video capabilities and a poten-

tial for interactive traffic. ATS-6 was also.unique because its

high power made possible the use of inexpensive ground stationS.

The Satellite Technology Demonstration (STD) was one

component.of NAgA's overall Health/Education TelecOmmunications

'experiment'on.the ATS-6. The main purpose of the STD was to

demonstrate the feasibility of a satellite-based system for

media distribution to.isolated rural populations and to test

and evaluate u4er accepstance a's well as' cost of diverse

delivery modes and materials (Bransford and Raz;aro, 1975).

-10-
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The three aeas,covered,by the experimerlit '--.the Rocky

Mountain States, Appalachialand Alaska -- have certain"common

characteristics: geographic barriers that prevent even public

television from reaching certain locations, and a large propor-

tion of the population comprising underprivileged ethnic kgrOups

scattered in rural areas and having limited contact With the

outside world (National Institute of Education, 11975).

4 .
In the Rocky Mountain states, the prime educational aim ;

of the STD exiDeriment was to provide junior high School students

with career educatiOn, a new concept even'for teachers. More ,

than ,sixteen programs.specifically directed to teachers con-

Stituted a major component of the design;)Eleven more programs

were produced for the general.adult audience.

Most preVious experiments'in instructional television had

been limited to one-way coMmunication. The ATS-6 STD program

used two-way communication for interaction amohg students),

teachers, regional coordinators, and consultants. Similarly,

the most important aspect of the adult prowamming was the

opportunity for interaction between moderators and guests in

STD'saDenver Studio and viewers.in the participating communities.

Another important aspdbt of the STD demonstration was the

satellite's potential for feedback from the user community,

which did not require real-time interaction. The Material

Distribution service enabled teachers to order a wide variety

of instructional programming from a videotape collection in

'Ddnver add to receive offerings quickly via satellite.

The maih objective of the Appalachian'Educational-Satellit,,

Project was to meet teacher's needs for in-serviCe training,



eSpeciallyin the subiects of reading and career education; since

this was the most pressing problem ih,th, area (National

Institute of.EdUcation, 1975). This project has successfully-

-produced courses in' one localtion for a region covering'many -

states that remained sensitive to grassroot preferences of the

smaller communities within the larger areg.

*

An innovation-Rf the cpurses was role-playing, which-proved

most effective. The satellite,enabled the teacher-students to

ask questions at their receiving sites during live broadcasts.

Role-playing with such interactioff thus enhanced the educational

process.\ Role-playing was integrated into the audio review and

the taped television programs; even the unit tests focused on'

these 'studies to encourage role-playing. ,Many teachers who

took the courses stated that "the'courses were not impersonal

experiences even though there vas no instructor on site."

(Bramble 'and AuSness, 1976)

Anotaer major component of the Appalachian Educational

Satellite Project was a computpr-based InformatIon system using

a combination of computer-based and manull systems for storing,
0

retrieving, and delivering to teachers in their communities

inforria-Loh and instructional materials in reading ,and career

education (B8wliniGid Maynard, 1976).

Since Alaska.is the home of many different ethnic groups,

.most of whom undertand on1S, their own language, programming

in Alaska has emphasized the develo ment of coutsqs in oral

, English. With two-way audio cap city, both tea-chers and
t .

students now have,a "model".with whom to converse in English.

./
-12-



Another achievement of the satellite project in Alaska

was a weekly half-hour broadcast called "Alaska Native Magazine."

This program dealt with such local problems as land claims,

the oil pipeline, and native culture and arts. This program

is Srogdcast in' English and in several native languages to

promote cultural.pride and intercultural exchange aMong
A

Alaska's many communities (National Institute of Edutation,

1975)46,

Research Findings

Many studies have been carried out on the effectiveness;of

interactive broadcast television This type of media research

generally is characterized as "evaluative comparisons." 'In

.d typical experiment, learning from televisiqn is compared
9

wit.h classroom instruction. Schramm (1967) has riovided some

.
insight gained from an exhaustiye review of various studies

on the subject. ".There is no magic about televition teaching.

Television is a pipe. t is as goodas what,goes'throUgh it.

If the content is dull, thjteaching is dull: If the basic

)rules of instruction are ignored, the result.can be as bad as

the wQrst classroom teaching. Indeed, the emerging view is to

regard television as one element,in a learning system, and to

pay increasing attention to the learning experiences provided

at the receiving end."

'Roberts and Schramm (1971) and Twyford ( 69)' reported .

that television effectiveness in learning seems to be telated

more to guality.teaching than to anythingelse. Television

instruction is successful'when the program content is well.- .

organized, meets high pedagogical-standards,'and is presented

in a learning context.

-13- 16



A review of the literature on the effectiveness of,tele-

vision in general and interactive teleNiision in particular is

characterized by a preponderance of "no significant differences."

Obviously, television used stimulatingly and resourcefully is

a dramatically successful medium.

/

A fundamental characteristic of television,`as Millerson

(1961) describes, is its vis al and sound images that reveal
\

informatiqn as directl'i an as close t6 reality as possible

or that offer selective aspects of reality that modify meaning

or create images that chnge the reality by inventing new A

symbols to heighten_the learner's,imagination through association.

Thereforp,'sound and image represent reality to establish con-
,

text, to interpret, to model, to imitate, to recapitulate,.to

couple, ana to.interplay.

Chu and Schramm'b Learning from Television: What the

Research Says and Dublin and Hedley's Medium May be Related to

the Message: College Instruction by TV are cbmprehensive reviews

on in'structional television (ITV). Chu and Schramm stIrveyed

421 comparisons of ITV with traditionalninstruction, and

Dublin and Hedley reviewed in more detail the effectiveness

of ITV, at *the higher education level. The latter researchers

reviewed 191 comparisons, oS which 102 foilnd ITV to be margin-

ally more effective. Both.of the stud' s fscused on achievement

and attitudes toward televisionTn ared wi4h traditional

instruction, with the expected "no,significant" fkildings in the

variables tpsted: In the section entitled "Research on Teaching

Strategies" in What the Research Savschramm makes iMportant

references to design elements that should be carefully heeded

in any project.involving course programming and formative

evaluation.

sze

. 41'
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gumerous studies (cf..Kirsh, 1952, Carbenter and Gree*nhill,

1958) suggest that a sisnificpt proportion of instructional

time should be devoted to student.participation. ,However, the..

relatively-high.-co t of conventidhal teleVision precludes its

extensive use to me t individual needs,in_rural-Areas- Other- .

-forms of telecommuni tions, such as voice or text, as Well

as periodic personal sits should be used in,the total teaching

system.' 'With the avail bility of an'interactive component of

television'carefully des gried to Provide structure'd, active,

student participation and immediate-confirmation of the kilow-

ledge gained, interactive systems will be more functional and-
,

-
economically feasible. In addition, as the previously refer-

enced research indicates, positive student attitudes toward

interactive systems will futther'enhance,learning.

Dubin and Hedley's analysis.of 26 coMparisons of ITV,

which included an audioceturn cap bility that allowed students
04

to ask guestions during a live ITV broadcast, also showed a ,

higky significant advantage for,traditional instruCtion:

In neither of the studies wasthere any indication that the

audio capacis used to elicit active student response and

immediate confirmation of esUlisto iricrease'learning. In

these4studies, students sed the talic-back capability w#h the

studio in a4piecemeal a d'disor;4anized fashion, which 'also

could have been a bar ier to learning. In short, to be

effective the talk-back capability needs some formating or

stiructuring.

A recent "true"experiment that incorporated experimental

psychology findings into the-area of instructional design and

human learnirs was Michigan State University's two-way

communication project in Rockford, Illinois, to train'firefighters.



4

The project was based on the general hypothesis-, that inter-:-

active telecommunication training would result in more learning,

mqre ITV system .satisfaciton, and more positive effective

,respbnses to training concepts than one-way television training

(Baldwin, Greenberg, Block, and Stoyanoff, 1978). 7

co.

Four discrete treatments provided thorough test of the

two-way system: two-way group'condition, two-Way individual

condition, one-way non-interactive response condition, and one-

waysresponse condition. The two-way individual and two-way

group conditions, provided a comparative value of an independent

variable, namp.ly perSonal interaction and-individualized fepd-
,

back as oppoed to group interaction. 'The one-way noninter-

active condition Tequired the same responsp*action, which was

cirqling an item onca formlrather than pushing a button. In

the one-way covert response treatment, the partitipant coUld

'choose not to make the,povert respon'Ses.',

Though the respondents on.the cognitive tests showed no

pre-experiment differences, those in the two-way,condition
2

tests,showed significantly more learning than those in other

test modes. Performance of firefiglrEers ln the one-way

covert response condition were slightly better than Xhat_of
4

participants in the ane-way pap4r-and-pencil condition.'

Overill, tests indicated increased learning, greater interest,

and more satisfaction n learning in the iteractive

communication mode than in the one-way television mode.

the Rockford findings axe significant generally becaUse of

the sample sizeCand alsok-begause the participants were chosen
4

and assigned to the treatments at random. Another experiment

in the series to determine the effectiveness of two-way

television was conducted by New York University in Reading,

Pennsylvania. Designed to evaluate the use of two-way-television

-16-



to prov,ide services to senior citizens, the project produced

,littre signifiyant research data, but clearly sucCeeded in its

humanistic objective: to_promote interaction and awareness. of-

the social services among the elderly. It was also successful .

in effecting positive attitudes among the'experimental groups:

as much as 80 percent of the v. ers identified the interactive
.4 . ,

television system as the major improvement in their lives

(Moss 1978).

The consensus at National'Aeronautics and Space Adminis-

tration,(NASA) Conference in 1976 was that in-service training

can be effectively delivered using telecommunications tech-

'nology. The,following conclusions were made (Blackhurst, 1978):

/

1. Informatián is the_raw material.of instruction and

2. The ser should dictate the form, ime, and place of'

needed information.

3. It is cheaper to move infotmation to the user than to

move the user to the information.

4. It is cheaper to move information electronically than

by any other means.
y

540 Most information can be stored, updated, and retrieved

electronically.

6. All elctronicallyjstored information can be electron-
%

ically distributed to a large number of remote users
)-

7. 4lectronically stored.and transmitted information cari

be given to a user in'any electroniCally 'related fOrm,

e.g., cathode ray tube image, full audiovisual, com-

.( puter printout, facsimile. 'A

41/4.
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A recent project; the Indiana-Highet Education TelecOmmun-

iication Project, used closed-dircuit nteractive television for

in-service training over an 18 month period for a series Of

10 hour-lOng presentations (Carpenter, 1976).. User attitudes
10

toward the ineractive systems were genefally positive. Ninety

percent of the participantsosaid the programs were of good

quality. Further, the interactive portion of each program, in

'which viewers could respond to the presenter, was rated 1211 the

partiCipants as a crucial part.of the program.

Viewers rated favorably thp.spontaneity of the interactive

systems, and the clarifications and explanations of the pre-
_

senter. In summary, 83 percent of the respondents either agreed '

'or stTongly agreed that the interactive,system was useful and

did not feel inhibited by responding in a live,\state-wide pro-

gram that lasted 20 to 45 minutes,

Another example of successful intera ive learning systems

is the Project interchange Conducted by-the Archdiosese of -

.

San Francisco..9, In this project, programming was broadcast,

via IFTS, from a studio in- Menlo Park, California, to NASA's

Ames Research Facility, then beamed to the CTS satellite and

transmitted to terminais in San Francisco, LOS Angeles,- and

-Chico, whtre individu.al schools are located (Green & Laiarus,

1977). . This system enabled thel teachers to exchangev'ihfor-
-

illation, ask and answer questions, and transmit drawings ahd

grapthics via telephone'4ines back to the studio in Menlo Park,

where they were retransmitted through the system so that all

the individuils could participate (Blackhurst, 1978).

In, a broader contex1 the review of research on interactive

satellite syktems supports the great need for research on the,

importance-of instructionaf design elements'such as advance

-18-



organizers, active student participation; reinfOrcement scheaules,

Teedback, aaditional sets, etc. into course design for optimum

efficiency and effective'utilization with interactive systems in

any area of teanhing and training.'

V. POTENTIAL TELECOMMUNICATIONi USE IN RESPONSE TO NATIONAL

FORUMS.AND PROGRAMS.

A number of programs have addressed the rural problems400f

distance and size, as they relate to small communities and rural

development. Out of these hayepVolved a number of policy postions

and particular programs being funded to meet needs other than in

education. These programs may suggest ways in which those in-

terested in enhancing 'rural education through telecOMmunications

may explore joint or simbiotic activities that will parlay the

concern and invpstment that has already been made by other agencies.

(Fratoe, 1978, Darby, 1974, Roefield, 1978).

4

' In the area of education, twO recent acivities funded by the

Department of Education (D6E) have included the National seminar

on Rural.Education and the Regional Aural Roundtables. These

activities have given particular attention to the needs of rural

learners and telecommunication's potential role.. Also, of inteiest

are.the recommendations and potential for telecommunications as

outlined in the recent White House report Small Community and

Rural Development Policy. (E.D., 1980, Jacobsmeyer, 1980.)

, In addition, programs initiated in the transportatiO and

communication s,suggest that they may provide supportive roles

for rural educati n. Also, some major rural health initiatives-

have led to establishment of health clinics and other facilifies

in concert wk,fiblic education facilities in the rural areas.

-19-L
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Thus, telecommunications may advance both hea,lth an'd education
.

objectives if these facilities are used as community centers With

telecommunications capabilities. (Shamaskin, 1977, Robetts et

al.,J977.)

The Farmers Home Administration (FMHA) has beenve principal

key provider of dotestic assistance and in 1978 started the). .

. *National Rural Communities Facilities Assessment Study -(NRCFAS).

The project staff will assess, assay, and then,make recommendations

regarding service facilities in rural commutlties such as Health

and Education as well as outline telecommUnications,requirements

(Chinitz, 1979).

VI. PLANNED AND FUTURE TELECOMMUNICATIONS APPLICATIONS RELATEp

, TO RURAL EDUCATION -

A particular characteristic of telecommunications technology

is its rapid development, whereby increased capability at reduced

cost has been realized in successive iterations of communication

satellites, computers, telephone equipment, and so forth. Per

unit message costs heve decreased With improving technology. A

number of telecommunications developments which could prove very

useful4to rural education objectives are in the planning stage,

and currently being'tested on a small scale.

Among these developments are las technology, the launching

of the space shuttle and the attendant a 'lity ro put much larger

communication spacecraft in orbit, such a the geostationary

platform. Larger communication satellite could provide many

small antennae for selected.and small po ulatione throughout the .

country. In addition,'the bur g nterest in small, direct

home broadcast anten4aesof 3- etei si e or lese augur well for,

rural needs. These antennae, which will be extremely low in cost

and easily installed, could have wide distribution in remote rural

areas to receive -many forms of telecommunications. (Carne, J979,

Kaplan, 1519, Mantino et al., 1979).
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Background:

The characteristics of a demonstration geostationary

platform are now precisely defined. CnmmunicatiDns equipment

and scientific hardware Can be carried on the test vehicle.

/ .

Ceost.and engineering analyses indicate.that the pkatform is

cost-competitive. Alternative data-supported configurations

that all,ow for the selection (OrLvarious missian capabilities

clearly indicate the ability to launch a multitransponder-

equipped platform on a single shuttle flight (cf. Bowman,et

al., February 1980 and March 1980; Aviation Week and Space

Technology, March 1980). The platform can be considered a

serious candidate whenever decision-makers discuss the types

of large communication satellites that might b9/available in

:the late 1980's to meet the,increased voice, video, and data

,requirements projected for that period and for the accelerating

dqmands of the 1990's (cf. USITT, August 1979). \
4.1

Other concepts have been discussed, such as satellite

clusters, a "string-of-pearls" approach, and increasea lauhch

capabilities for puting larger single.satellites in orbit.

4s the platform capacity, cost, ana crowding ratios are com-

pared4with other proposed space vehicles, advances in

communication satellite technology come tO bear, such as outer

cylindrical,solar panels for spin-stabilized s'atellites and

improved earth stations with reduced radiatioh in unproductive

direCtions.

The current World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC-79)

in Geneva could provide additional.racionale for space plat-

forms; if indeed there is a worldwide requirement specific

frequency bands would be resevied within regions for individu'al T

nations. Such an action, or rented reservation of orbit-arc



optioL,,woula highli4fit t'he potential value of.geostationary

cotmunication platforms as a means fOr each'nation to have its

, own communication module on a platform, and thus obviate

,-separate satellites forjeacb.

Connectivity Within.and Without

The central compAer sfStets and diitributed prodessors

in the space platform couldlcontrol the mechanical devices and

the handling, storage, ,and processing of a,variety of commun-

ications, command, and:telemetry signals.. Their role would be

primarily one of processing rather than of relaying. Intra-

connectivity within the platform to handle a range of irequency

requirements would eliminate the current need for ground-to-
.

satellite-to-ground interconnections, would speed up trans-

mission, 'and would minimize potenXial interference.

If a number of platforms were put into operation to

provide'world-wide coverage, the limitation of current satel-
.

lites, which provide transmission only between points within

a single satellite coverage area, would be overcome. Inter-

platform links could provide coverage for different zones and

would4speed up'transmission, with improved service, quality, and

economy.' ,

0

A 1973 Rockwell report outlined hota four C-band platforms

mighl provide coverage for the earth. ,Of.particular.interest

to the Pacific was the Region I conceptualizatton that stated:,

In order to minitize the required number of plat-1
forms, the idealized location of the Region I plat-
form was selectea as 172 degrees east longitude, the
geographical coverage within communication line of
signt for this platform location. Traps-Pacific.Comsat

, and Pacific Ocean,navigation end traffic control
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functions are readily accommodated from the Region I
platform.

It is practical to provide Comsat ervi9.,e to some
-eas in the western sector of the regioh,' namely,

J pan:, SoutheaSt-Asia,; Philippines, padonesia,, Australia,
a d 'New Zealand. However, the domestiC communication
re!.uirements for the East,Asian-Australian sector of
th: world are not uniquely identified inthe,traffic
moel. A total of five 12-channel satellites was defined
for serving Comsafunctions for all of Asia and
Aus ralia. It was Sassumed that two of the satellites
wer for countries at the eastern ektremity,lof Asia
and Australia. Thus, the Comsat rOkuirements for each
Reg on I platform are 12 channels.,

in
dat
fun

Trans-Pacific Comsat requirements were-delineated
e traffic model as'two 12-channel satellites.' Each
relay platform must provide 12 channels for this

tion.

6rans-Pacific navigation and traffic controlyas
also stipulated in the traffic model. Although only
onelsa'tellite was specified for this region, it was
not Iconsidered practical to subdivide the required
cap bility betweesn tuio platforms. (Rockwell Inter-
nat onal, 1973, p. 527).

A ecent INTELSAT,contract is directed toward developing'

titlat would provide the technical capability for inter-

satelrite links. This TWT activity is relevant to the plat-

fOrm e deavor. (Communications News, July, 1979)
;

SECO D ORDER ARGUMENTS

,/
/ Other marketable featurei and conditions:are relat'ed to

'the/anticedent-features siach as interaction,,declining te1e7
/

Co unications:costg, etc., but stand alone as%suitablb for

advancement domestically in the Pacific Region, ahd elsewhere..

,Multiplicity .of Service Approaches

Th6 history of communiCations technology has

demonstratea that'users are served in many different.
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ways by variations of related technology. The geo-

stationary platform is no exCeption. In the 1980's,

there may be integveted communications services via

spice vehicles that combine multipurpose geostationery

kplatformi and customized communications satellites.

The platfoim can support,communications, as well as

other payloads such as weather, storm tracking, and

recording.the interaction of scilar activity, atmos-

phere, magnetsophere, and ionosphere to provide

proved'vrediction and warning. These multiple,capa-

bilities,'combined with imProved mobile communications

for ship and shore, are being examined as missions

for a demonstr.ation platform (Bowman,'1979; Carey;

197 )..: "(

Persdnal Sommunicatio,ns

The growth of the transistor radio and the hand-

held calculator semes as a preCedent for wide-scale,

individual use of personal wrist radio-telephones.

Personal communication's in the form of wrist radio-

telephoned linked by geostationary platforms could
-

serve many personal needs. The potential low cost

and t'he capacity for many users in such a system 'is

intriguing and constitutes a compelling reason for

some to advance the entire platform concept. Designers

have recognized the many problems,with this approach,

but it should .not be discounted as a possible mission,

even in primarily for ifiternational as opposed to

'domestic ,use.

Ideal for Developing Nations

A geóstationary platform might be very attractive
-

to a êountrr such as the People's llepublic of_China

27
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which has no sizeable capital investment in terrestial

. telecommunications`but would like to quickly establish

video/ voice, and data communications. Low-cot. earth ,

terminals could be combined with a platform, providing

..multiple frequencies for a full-serVice capability,

along with earth resources, weather, and narrow-band

servides at the ouset.

Selection f Missions That Have High TelecommunIcations

and Transportation Payoffs

The social and political climate in which the plat-
.

,form must be "sold" will center on energy: energy

conservation, high energy cos'ts, aneconversiori to

alternate energy sourcep. Sincea platorm can be used

ih place of medium- 'and long-distance hauling of mail,'

for example, its use will be especially attractive be-
,

cause it saves paper, cuts energy consumption, and

redtces pollution. The sizeable growth of telecon-

ferencing 18/30 GHz studies ,(NASA,-EECRC, 1979) is very

encolVaging for a geostationary-platform program. The

sizeable.wide-band requirements are ideal for the multi-

transponder platform and allow, any brief for the plat-

form to underscore energy savings (fuel savings in air

and ground transportation), time savings,'and reauced

pollution:

ISSUES. FOR THE PACIFIC REGION

Where the Pacific region is concerned, recent disctssions

at the Pacific Telecommunications Conference in January 1980,

pointed up a 'number of m;jor issues that must be coli'sidered.
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For a platform to be a viable vehicle in the Pacific

(1) user demand must be demonstrated, (2) a fiscal

structure must be established to allow1 both heavy

trunking requirements and service to small, remote

users, and (I) regulatory praoledg must be.solved

that involve the many potential national.participants,

the United Atat'est China, Japan, Peru,

Australia.

. Chrrently, the ATS-L and the ATS-3 satellites provide
4service for, many smaller users, whereas INTELSAT

#

was designates:I/Mainly for heaVy trunking. The

question.arises as to'who will provide'setice to the

small users once the 1 and 3 are turned off.

. *

Consideration should be given, however, to having

IN7ELSAT serve as the/managemene entity for the

F Pacific-Asia Region, since it has excellent exper-,

ience in orchestrating legal and use requirements

between nations.

A financial structure might be established whereby

a p latform could have a C, KU, and KA capability

and could provide heavy tiUnking service while

-simultaneously proyiding-S-band or antennae and

power to serve small island users, ships, etc. The

forecasting'and early-warning platform features are

very attractive.

A feeder concept might.be established 'whereby small

users could tie into majOr trunk lines for voice,

video, 'and data service via switching on the plat-

form. This might be comparable to,city streets

feeding into freeways and vice-versa.

11,
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A potential Price structure could provide differential

rates for large and smalf users, Comparable with long-

line domestic servica;4berebAnderwriting the actual

cost of local service. 'Eventually:the small users

might provide a large enough aggregate market to

pay their own way. The larger users 'Inight manage and

operate the platform. (cf. Smith, 1978)

Currently, many small islands and counies can

neither support the purchase of an INTELSAT A tr B

earth station nor/allocate annual funds for an M.and 10.

The Marisat model also may be worthy eXamining for the

Pacific, whereby one large user, sup as the U.S.

Navy, underwrites approximately 75 percent of the cost

and other ships underwrite a smaller percentage.

The Pacific may have unique requirements, but in 'the

final analysis it may tot be plagued with as conges.ted

an orbital arc'as other regions of the worl .. What-

ever "solution" the platform may provide, i also

must include ingredients of affordable comm nications

4 to small users as well as ground terminals to fit such

system.
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Other Factors Favoring Rural Education
e

In addition, forecasts of domestic voice, video and data

traffic through the year 2000, show that satellite carriers will
t

capture an increasing percentage of each market and provide lower

per-unit cost <NASA, LERC, 1979). Video-conference use will 4

exceed network growth in video service areas. The projected

growth augurs well for satellite-relhted rural education pro-
-,

jects, Since satellite communication is particularly applicable

to rural education.

1111111eling growth in satellite use is the burgeoning mar-.

ket for electronic message services. In eight electronic mess-

age service areat -- telex, mailgram, facsiMile, telegram, fax-

gram, package switching networks, special servicesand money

ordex transmission -- revenues are expected to have tkipled

between 1978 to 1988. The,current market of 350 million is,

expected to be 1.4 billion by 1988 (Communication News, November,

1979). In a forecast of public service satellite communication

activities including transfer of student records, data transfer

of universities and libraries, information service and adult

educational broadcasting to rural areas, a modest gain for

eclucabional use is predicted through the year 2060; based on

cost per'unit/use. By far,the fastest growth 4n satellite commun-

ications usage is seen in disaster management (4artino, et. al.;

1979).

A number of factors may converge to reduce the per unit cost

,of telecommunication via satellite or terrestrial"means for'

rural users.. The telecommunications technology variables in'clude:

expansion of telecommunication services, provision of more wide-

band service and thus more capacity for educational teleconferences .

and televtgion, and the availability of smaller reception equip-

ment (such as satellite-earth terminals), particularly advantageous

in rural use.
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Recent CC filing for domestic 6atellite slots has stressed

increased Communication capacity in satellites (Satellite News,

June 25, 1980,.April 30, 1980). These more capacious satellites

will provide service on more frequencies (C, Ku, and Ka) and

.provide two-way use in rural areas, with at least 40 direct-to-

user pencii beams with 4 Channels of service (Hughes, 1979,

Bond,1979, Morgan, 1979). To provide telecommu ications ser-.

vices to sparsely populated areas, telecommunica ions companies

must see a:potential user' market that can be a..regated to pay

for the company's .investment. With less expen ve.equipment and

lower per-unit cost, the predictable particiPati n'of many

rural Scho_ols promises higher volume of tfaffic a d,a growing

market. Increased options and lOwer per unit transmi on n

additiOn to zatellite telecommunications with lower terrestrial

video circuit costs (coaxial cable, microwave, tiber optics),

will all realiZe a significant drop by the year 2000, with fiber

optics cable demonstrating the largest decrement (USITT, 1979).

With population shifts to rural areas, telecommunications

traffic patterns also 'change. As one would,expect, current

patterns show that the northeastern U.S. has the heaviest usage,

per square. mile. Only 3 percent of the country generates more

traffi!c. By the year 2d00, however, the sodtheast and south-

west will have experiencedikajor population growth Nd a high

level of telecommunications traffic will be originating from

almost a third of the area of.the U.S. RurO areas-thus will ,

be more Inetropolitan in their use of telecommunications &Ian
. -

currently. Traffic density maps of the U.S. for 1980, 1990 and

2000 porttay this shift of population and telecommunications use

quite dramatitally.
.'

Predictions of common carrier Microwave transmission involving

earth -station locations in Phoenix, fc)r instance, indicate great

expansion 'over' the next 20' years, with major increments in
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telecommunication service (Western Union, T.C. 1979). Rural

'education personnel and facilities can participate in this

growth'and can take advantage-Of both tl(e direction and mag-

nitude of telecommunicaeions expansIdn in the U.S.

In a discussiOn of "Big Comsats for Big Jobs at Low User

Cost," Ivan Pekey (1979) suggestedthat increased capacity pro-

vided in the 1990's by large satellites algng could link all

65,000 schools, 16,000 school districts, or 4,000 universities

and 250,000 other learnfng sites to prokiide in a'remarkable

pattern at equally remarkable cost: fixed and transportable

service, color TV, and two-way voice, 'with 24-hour-per-day

use With terminals costing less than $300 per unit.

VII. ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Obviously, a number of issues relating to policy and prac-
..,.

.tice must be identified at the outset if telecommunications are

to be effective and financially promising enhancemeris of rural

education.

&long 'these is the precise definition of user requirements.

The diverse nature of the population, the inability tO aggre-
.

gate large markets, and the disperSion of learners and their

subject interests iniany one particulai= area inhibil mass

approaches. Developing appropriate programming poses a major

challenge to both creative and entrepreneurial resourcefulness.

Consequently, considerable attention must be given to inexpen-

sive"yet accurate ways to identify user requirements prior to

. planning for or installing telecommunications capability.

(Mertins & Bramble; 1976, 1976a).

The establishment of large-spele telecommunications net-

works for rural education may indeed be pdssible, and some ,
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attention must be given to this approach as a cost-effegtive

means for serving many regtons of the cOuntry. APerrind, 1975,

P.C.I. 1977, aish, 1978). ?The growing communications satellite

capacities and contemplated expansion can f.rovide a cost

effective skeleton for a netwoi.k. But satellite technology

may be only one component in a-total system of utilization of
,4

this remarkable resource.

In addition, smaller-scale telecommunications alternatives

and appropriate levels of technology must be considered in

concert as rural educators contethplate telecommunications

delivery of their services. The issues pertaining to integre-

ted edu tion packages,-which might include telecommunications

at one xtreme and printed material at the other, should be

addressed at the outset. (cf Schramm, 1977, Glatier, 1980).

Workshop participants should consider the following

recommendations:

1. Planning should be start d immediately on a 5 - 'and a.

10 - year plan taentify'ng specific steps, resources.
,

required, participating agencie;, andFother fectors

esbential to developing rural education agencles,
4

applications parallel and symbiotic with expansion of

the domestic telecommunications'market:.

2. A detailed and extensive needs assessment of rural

schools and learning facilities should,be conducted
I '

to ascertain the present level of teleCommunications

'service, the educational interests and requirements

of,users biall ages from preschool to senior citizen,

and the potential ability of rural areas to provide

some level of.resource to implement a basic telecom=

unications network. This estimate should be integrated
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wiith NTIA, FmHa, and Other current assessments of needs

of rural area residents.

3. Attption should be given to coordinating education and

other human services to distribute costs of telecommun-

ications utilization Across a larger populatiOn of

users. For instance, contemplated rehabilitation of 300

primary healt4,clinics in rural areas and the planned

pilot program to use pilblic shcools as sites for Primary

health care calls for realistic and rigorous study of the

cost and use feasibility of telecommunications receiving

and transmitting capabilities at Tch center and School.

4. The National Seminar on Rural Education:and the Regional

'Rural Roundtable recommendations, which.dealt with.

Enhancing Local Initiative (11, 12, 13), Special Delivery

of Services to,Rural Education (15), Technology (17),

, ESA's (18), and Data Collection and Research (19) all

could be supported and carried out with a telecommunica-

tions network encompassing low-cost earth stations, data
4

terminals and printers, and television sets inAty rural

school centers. These sites could receive video, voice,

and. data atd transmit voice and data.
4

.5. DiscuSsions should be held with NTIA, FCC, and other

agencies to find,out,hiow rural education users might',

share in the contemplated expansioh of broad-band capa-

cities. This might be done through'special rates and use

of hthird-shiftn, capacities tor transmitting bulk data,

among other approaches.

6. The Department of Agriculture (REA) should be consulted

about plans ,for helping rural telephone companies to pro-

vide television and other services, including rural

education as an import:ant objective.
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7. The possibility of NTIA Broadcast Facilities and Tech-

nology Demonstration Grant programs providing for 'match-

ing support for rural school telecommunications needs

shoula be inyestigated.

8. Rural housing prtjects, e.g., FmHa, HUD, or other federal

or state.agencrfunding should be strongly adviSed to

include provision for wiring, weight-loading, etc. at the
,

outset to facilitate installation of telecommucations

receivers an&related equipment such as printers. Such

provision would greatly reduce costs of telecommunications

service for rural residents.

9. DiScussions should be conducted with the FEMA

if their proposed domestic emergency commupica

could support and carry eaucational programs d

emergency or non-disaster periods. Such a lia

FEMA couldlprovide an excellent basic dekiVery

'(or rural education.

o determine

ions system.

ring non-

son with

system

At first glance,the overall market for rural,te ecommun-

ications,does not appear to be s large, as concentr ted, or as

attragtivse to those who wodld i vest in telecommuhic tions for

rural education use, as the firs optimistic reading might have

suggested. Some consideration, onsegtently, must b given to

developing marketing incentives to encourage initial1 investment

and development with the.realizat on,that, .in the fial analysis,

there coult be large aggregate mar ets and payoffs for ground-

floor investors, whether these be ublic or private sector

investors.

As with the opening of wagon tra ls, roads, railroads,

telegraph lines, and, more recently, air routes, the need to

open "telecommunications highways" to rural areas provides a

great challenge and many opportunitie for rural education in
4

the United States.

a
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